For release Nov. 13, 2018
Greater Las Vegas Association of REALTORS® and its Commercial Alliance Las
Vegas Select RealNex MP Exchange to host Regional Commercial Listing Platform
LAS VEGAS – RealNex, a commercial real estate technology company, announced today
it has been selected to provide its MP Exchange Commercial Property Listing System
service to the Greater Las Vegas Association of REALTORS® (GLVAR) and its
Commercial Alliance Las Vegas (CALV). The new services, hosted on the CALV website
at www.calv.co, will showcase the commercial real estate listings of CALV members.
The RealNex MarketPlace is a global solution to list, search and market commercial
property. The site includes over 250,000 availabilities and a similar number of active
browsers in its community. The cloud-based service assists agents to gain rapid and broad
geographic exposure for their listings, while investors and tenants can fine-tune searches
to research markets and opportunities. Members will also be able to take advantage of
many advanced features including Watch Lists to assure their clients have real time access
to potential investments and new operating facilities.
“We are delighted to be working with CALV and its membership to provide this valuable
service. RealNex has been a market leader and trusted partner in the Las Vegas
community for years. By partnering with CALV we can now provide even greater value to
the regional commercial real estate sector,” noted RealNex CEO Jeffrey Finn.
With RealNex MP Exchange, CALV members will have a centralized portal to list all of
their properties for sale or lease, as well as to share their “comps” – comparable completed
sales and leases. They will also have special pricing to access the full power of RealNex,
which enables them to run eMarketing campaigns to prospective clients, host private and
secure deal rooms, monitor performance dashboards and tap into detailed financial
analytics and CRM integrations to enhance overall client service and reporting.
Wendy DiVecchio, CEO of GLVAR, added, “RealNex has already been widely adopted,
and we believe it best meets the needs of our membership. Not only do they provide a
dynamic marketplace to improve transactional efficiency, they also provide a host of
additional tools that are now available to our members, further enhancing the value of
CALV.”
About CALV
The Commercial Alliance Las Vegas is one of the largest organizations in Southern
Nevada for the commercial real estate industry. It is devoted to uniting, organizing and
empowering the industry, largely through education, information and through shaping
public policy. CALV is the commercial real estate division of the Greater Las Vegas

Association of REALTORS® (GLVAR), though membership in CALV is open to
REALTORS® and non-REALTORS® alike.
About RealNex
RealNex is a leading commercial real estate technology solutions company. It strives to
become the portal and marketplace for the commercial real estate industry by integrating
sector-based solutions to improve marketplace efficiency, transparency and liquidity. Its
singular solution is designed to improve user success by increasing accuracy,
professionalism and productivity.
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